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Shrine of st joseph yarnell az

                    In the name of God and the State This shrine was built and administered by a group of ordinary men and women from the Phoenix area that promotes St. Joseph as the stepfather of Jesus, the leader of the Holy Family, and a patron and role model for the modern family. The original put group came from
various municipalities in the area in 1934 and was designed to make spiritual and corporal works of mercy, regardless of race or creed. Sun in the St. Joseph's Mountains Just 0.5 miles off SR 89, is an open-air hillside shrine of statues that depict scenes from The Supper Last, the Garden of Gethsemane, the Path of the
Cross and the resurrected Christ. Beautifully depicted in this high desert setting, the gospel story has evolved into life-like shapes and a natural setting. The shrine is open 24 hours a day and accepts donations to preserve it. The information is available at the shrine and at the address listed below. PO Box 1027 Yarnell,
AZ 85362 Yarnell, AZ. On our merry-go-round trip, our last stop, just as the sun was preparing, brought us to The Sunday of the Mountain. This Catholic shrine has wooden crosses and statues of wood and concrete. Today, the shrine is part of a larger retreat and convention center. You can read more about the shrine
and convention center on its website here. In 1939, the tucson folk artist Felix Lucero created the place. Pictured, the statue of St. Joseph is the first stop for the Catholic faithful, who want to walk the road to the stations of the Cross as they wind their way up the hillside. As visitors climb switchbacks, each station
represents a wooden cross with a small plaque that helps the faithful with meditation and prayer for each stop. Coincidentally, just before we arrived, the family started making their way in front of us. Their presence made the site much more emotional for our party's casual visitors. At each stop, a family member read
aloud the words written on the board. We can say that it was an emotional journey for them to tone their voices so that we hung back not wanting to disrupt their visit. At one point, one of the family members who wanted us to pass them if we were so ready. We refused to move on and we stayed behind at least one to
two stations. When we stopped at every station, we noticed fresh ash in the form of a cross lying on the base of every station. It became clear to us that they were depositing a loved one at every station. With respect to their privacy, I probably didn't photograph them or the objects they were in. As we climbed the
mountain, the views of the valley below became more spectacular. A gallery of pictures at the end of this post features some views of the mountain. The last station at the top is Crucifix. We reached the top just after sunset. On the way down, other sculptures, all life-size make the journey down as moving as the journey
up. In 2013, a large forest fire burned about 8,400 acres (3,400 hectares). The Yarnell Hill Fire began with lightning strikes on June 28. The fire destroyed 129 structures in the area and affected the shrine by destroying a gift shop, three work and storage rooms and a crucifix at the top. Many stations and guard rails were
damaged, as were three other buildings lost to the retreat center. The shrine is a 501 (C) (3) nonprofit and they can use donations to help rebuild. Not everything they lose can be insured, and so is their insurance liability. If you are prone to help them rebuild, stop at any Chase Bank and ask to give a donation account to
St. Joseph's Restoration, Yarnell Hill Fire. Account No 983-92-1016. The gallery of images below features a small collection of photos taken from our visit. Click the picture to zoom in and scroll in the gallery. John Steiner About The Shrine: The Shrine was built by a group of men and women (not all were Catholic) in the
Phoenix area.  The result is Jaamu Cross, which is great. The Shrine miraculously escaped the destruction of the Yarnell Hill Fire in 2013, in which 19 firefighters were killed.  Near the shrine is a memorial to these firefighters. It's a peaceful experience to climb and meditate at different stations in the Cross.  There's a fair
amount of climbing, so it may not be for everyone.  The shrine is open 24 hours a day. no admission is necessary, but donations are gratefully accepted.  We believe the mass will be held at the last station on Sundays. Getting there: Address: 16887 Shrine Dr, Yarnell, AZ 85362 Tel: +1 928-778-5229 There is no website
for the Shrine, but they have a Facebook page. Find hotels in the Yarnell area, compare prices and read what other travelers have to say on TripAdvisor No matter what your religious persuasion or non-persuasion, you'll find the Shrine of St. Joseph in the mountains worth a stop. The sanctuary is in Yarnell, Arizona, a
mountainous transition zone between the desert and the Colorado Plateau. Look for a small sign on the west side of the highway in the middle of the city and follow Shrine Road about a half-mile parking area. The first thing you see when you enter the garden is the life-size statue of Joseph that holds the young Jesus. It
was as if Joseph had just come home, working in his carpenter's shop and grabbing the child in his arms as he ran to greet him. There is a trail of granite granite from the entrance garden. and living oaks. For Christians, the story tells the story of the last day of Jesus' life, including five life-size statues and twelve station
crosses. The sculptor is Felix Lucero, an Indian who also created a depiction of the heretic garden in Tucson. The shrine was built and administered by a group of lay Catholics in Phoenix. It's open from dawn to dusk every day and there's no reception fee. For more information about visiting Yarnelli, see the Prescott
Road Trip Guide in Wickenburg. Mr Richard Ruelas |  Republic | azcentral.com they helped their parents pack a 70-year-old house in Yarnell, but once or twice every hour, one of the three Wasson brothers would scramble up a rocky mountain property to see how close the wildfire was to getting. The location of the
review said there was no interest in your wrist. Crosses and sharp white religious statues dotted the road, depicting scenes in the final hours of Jesus Christ.The statues were part of a shrine created by the Wasson brothers to grandfather at the end of the Great Depression. Stretched over a quarter of a mile long, they
were built in a Catholic tradition of stations in the Cross. They became a place for the faithful and the curious Arizona.At the bottom of the mountain, the brothers' grandfather had built a house. For decades, it was full of relics, trinkets, photographs and memories that gathered in their lifetimes. St. Joseph's Shrine of St.
Joseph's, St. Joseph's Shrine, survived the Yarnell Hill fire and remained a pilgrimage for the country's faithful. The volunteers had kept st. Joseph's shrine, which was kept clean from the vegetation. But long trees and a crest surrounded by statues and wooden crosses. The whole hillside was in danger. From the rocky
top, the Wasson brothers saw the fire come. By late afternoon that day, June 30, the fire was hopping down tree tops just across the street, said Barnaby Wasson. His mother, who had already been evacuated with the boys' father to Prescott, ordered Barnaby to leave. The fireman told him the same thing. Barnaby and
his brothers gathered for the last pieces of their homes and drove out, the hillside shrine disappearing behind them. As they went, Barnaby said, the sky turned orange. Embers fell around them. The fire would wipe out his family's home and shrine that afternoon. Nearby, flames rushed into a deep canyon where 19
firefighters were trying to reach safety. Nothing would slow it down. What it devastated and spared was out of human control. During the 1920s, William Wasson and his wife, Mary, along with nine other devout central Phoenix families, formed the Catholic Action League.Wasson owned the land of Yarnell and thought it
would be a suitable place for sanctuary. The Catholic League ordered St. patron saint of workers. A Phoenix man cut the statue out of a concrete block. Opened in 1939. Wasson built a small house on his property, hand-picking wood from the surrounding trees. By 1942, Wasson had bigger ambitions. He wanted statues
of the last events of Christ's life, as the gospels say. He wanted to shape the Last Supper, Jesus prays in the Garden of Gethsemane and trail up a rocky mountain marked by stations of the Cross, spots seen in Catholic churches that tell the story of crucifixion and resurrection. In Wasson's vision, the crucifixion scene
would be at the top of the mountain. He needed an artist. He found one in Tucson, a man motivated by a personal miracle. Felix Lucero was lying wounded on the battlefield in France during World War I, Lucero promised the Virgin Mary he would devote his life to creating religious art when he was spared. Lucero said
later that he saw a vision that took him and other soldiers from the battlefield to safety. Lucero moved to Tucson and lived under a bridge. He began to create sculptures of biblical scenes from materials found in the riverbed. Yarnellis, 1942. The statues - including the new St. Joseph - were completed in 1949. Months
later, Lucero suffered burns in a fire tent that was in his Tucson home. He died before he saw his work. In Yarnelli, volunteers moved boulders to clear the road about two-tenths of a mile, creating more than 200 steps of concrete and stone. The cave became the tomb of the statue of Jesus' body. There was a mule
called General Douglas MacArthur, which took the materials - concrete, stone and water - up and down the hill. He was also a kind of time clock for volunteer workers. When the other one felt there were enough assignments for the day, he walked into his barn. No one got him out. William and Mary Wasson were
guarding the shrine when it was opened. Their two sons went to Mexico to study religion. Bill became a priest and started an orphanage in Nuestros Pequenos Hermano, who became one of the largest in the world. Barney became an artist and sculptor who would find work designing the interior of the church. In Mexico,
he also met his wife, Maria Luisa. The couple also bought a ranch on the other side of the hill. Barney Wasson worked there with his religious works of art. As children, his three sons would use an old fire break to run up and over the hill between the two properties. Time and visitors would take their toll on the shrine.
Over the years, wooden handrails had to be replaced, stones had to be reset and shrubs had to be cut back from the track. The Commission has volunteers to make work and donations to purchase materials. To secure a more secure source of donations, the Wassons set up a retreat center. Church groups could rent
dorm buildings, called Luke, Mark and Matthew, for a weekend spiritual getaway. There was a kitchen and meeting room in the second building. Maria also set up a gift shop on weekends. One of the most popular items, he said, were candles. So much so that a sign was placed near the crucifix. The message, it read,
never leave the burning candles here. There was fire to worry about. Maria Luisa Wasson went to the US Post Office in Yarnelli on 30 June 2014. Residents had received daily briefings there about the fire, which had begun on Friday. After the official announcement, Maria spoke to the woman and explained her
situation: Her husband, Barney, had oxygen and moved slowly. His three sons lived in Phoenix. He must have known if it was possible that they would have to evacuate their home on Shrine Road. By 11 a.m., all three sons had arrived at Yarnelli and began to grab artwork, photographs, trinkets and clothes. 2:00 p.m.,
the house was packed. Maria made lunch pork chops and all perishable, which was in the fridge. At least we eat well, he said. Without an evacuation order, the brothers headed to the ranch to rescue the old Volkswagen that was held there. Maria and Barney were evacuated from Prescott.Barnaby said he and his
brothers arrived at the ranch to find several large trucks parked near the property. Granite Mountain Hotshots had left their vehicles there as they hiked that morning. A team of Blue Ridge Hotshots was also parked there, preparing to cut a wide path through the brush. The sons started charging volkswagen. But as they
did, they noticed firefighters were packing things. The Commander of Blue Ridge told Barnaby that the crew had been asked to relocate. The brothers went back to the shrine. They wanted another look at the fire. They never got that far. On their way to the hill that was holding the shrine, they saw more fire trucks. The
captain ordered them out. From the ground, Barnaby could see the flames heading towards the retreat center. The brothers got back in the car and drove off. Firefighters followed them. Yarnell Hill Fire mowed out the area to disperse the shot in fashion, leaving both heartache and relief. 19 members of the granite
Mountain Hotshot team were engulfed by flames that would be the deadliest wildfire in Arizona's history. At least 127 buildings were destroyed. But some of the homes next to the levelled ones appeared untouched. People were kept away from Yarnelli for more than a week while firefighters battled to bring the blaze
under control. The evacuation order was lifted on 8 December 2011. When the Males arrived at the shrine, What was gone. The gift shop was flat. So was the warehouse. Four retreat center buildings were burned down. But the fire jumped over the family house, which didn't even smell smoke inside. As for the shrine,



most of the statues were covered in black ash. But every cage was standing on the road. Burned trees stood just inches away from some crosses. The fire stopped there, said Maria Wasson. It's over. Everywhere you saw it. At the top of the mountain, the crucifixion and the crucifixion was burned behind the statue of
Christ. But the statue remained, arms outstretched and nailed to the air. Unlike other statues, it remained white, under fire. I think God wanted (the shrine) here, Maria said. Otherwise, everything would have gone. The first task would be to find someone to build the crucifix. A craftsman named Pete Incardona just moved
from Wickenburg to Yarnelli. He had the resources and knowledge he needed for this work. Incardona thought it was complicated. He and his team would work in a tight room, on long ladders, and try to install new materials for the 1940s. On the afternoon of December, two men carried a new part of the cross up the hill,
then lifted it behind the statue and lowered it into a metal sleeve. Incardona said it's a snug fit. The rest of the work went smoothly, too. Even the simplest jobs have some glitches, incardona said, but there were none. There was a force that helped us, whether you were Christian or religious or whatever, Incardona said.
Click, click, click. Two hours, we were done. Barney and Maria Wasson started working with insurance companies and debris removal companies and contractors who estimated that the receding buildings have been rebuilt. Barney was in the health of the failures. He knew he wasn't going to live to see the
reconstruction. But he asked his wife to review it. Barney died in February at the age of 84. His ashes were scattered at the shrine, near his parents. At this most vulnerable point in my life, the shrine has kept me going, Maria said. On Friday morning, the fourth week of Lent, about two dozen Catholics from Congress and
Wickenburg gathered at the shrine to pray at the stations of the Cross.For Kathy Guidry, who has lived just south of Congress for more than 20 years, it was one of many visits she has made here since the fire. It's a sanctuary, he said. This is where he's prayed about the casualties. God created 19 angels that day, he
said. He recalled his first visit after the fire, driving through Yarnelli and seeing so much destruction. But not here, he said. There's a reason. The group is leading uneven stone-walled steps. There were few sounds: cracking feet of dirt and gravel, birds singing. At each station, the group listened to a reflective prayer,
then read the Lord's prayer and reach 12. They stopped halfway up on the landing, just as the recovered crucifix had to be viewed. Some told others in whispers about how the statue of Christ had survived the fire. Mary Kistler, a volunteer volunteer shepherd in the desert of Congress, prayed. The Lord Jesus, like us,
you faced death, he said. Comfort me and my loved ones as we face our earthly end.
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